
 
 
Quin is delighted to announce its attendance at Interzum in Cologne on 16-
19 May on stand Hall 10 G-029.   
 
Interzum provides key momentum for the design of tomorrow’s living 
environments. It is the industry’s central communication platform and the ideal 
setting for companies who want to present their ideas to the whole sector in one 
go. 
 
The most innovative products, new technological developments and innovations 
in materials are presented at the largest industry event worldwide. The whole 
sector attends the trade fair to experience product premieres first-hand and to get 
a glimpse into the future: Topics such as the conservation of resources, 
sustainability, upcycling and the increased interest in digitalised living 
environments are all covered. 
 
‘We are absolutely pumped about exhibiting at the Interzum 2017 show, we 
cannot wait to assist customers with their needs and desires. At Quin Global our 
Number 1 goal is to provide the right product, for the right application, at the right 
price, we shall be at Interzum to show customers just this’.  Carl Fowler Director 
at Quin Global 
 
During the week, we will be exhibiting our foam and upholstery adhesive range 
and our joinery adhesive range.  Our adhesive systems eliminate the need to use 
traditional methods of bonding that are messy, wasteful and time-consuming.  
TensorGrip®   is a spray adhesive that gives you complete control resulting in an 
even and consistent spray pattern.  Our revolutionary TensorGrip® adhesive 
formulas reduces tack time to less than one minute and speeds up workflow 
and reduce production time. 
 
We are excited to be showcasing our new endorsed joinery products L90, L24 
and L19.  L90 has been engineered specifically to satisfy the needs of those 
working with wood, particularly demanding laminate applications.  L24 is our 
brand-new veneer adhesive and is designed for bonding most paper backed 
veneers to MDF, chipboard and plywood substrates.  L24 has undergone 
extensive testing and we have been working closely with a large veneer producer 
in the EU to ensure that it is fit to endure the most demanding of applications and 
environments.  L19 is designed for bonding all HPL laminate surfaces and edging 
materials to MDF, chipboard and plywood substrates.  L19 has undergone 
extensive testing with Formica laminates and is now Quin Assured as the 
premium choice for laminating. 
 
Carl Fowler Director at Quin Global said ‘At Quin Global every product is tested 
to the Nth-degree on every angle from temperature, solids, viscosity, peel, sheer, 
humidity, climatic…you name it at Quin global we do it, but we only do it for one 
reason, it’s because we care and value our customers and what they are making. 



 
Every batch of adhesive goes through an extensive 48hr testing regime before it 
is filled and pressurised into a canister, this is Quin Global’s commitment’. 
 
Throughout the week we will be doing live demonstrations and broadcasting 
them live on our social media channels.  If you’re not able to attend keep up to 
date on our twitter https://twitter.com/TensorGlobal and Facebook channels 
https://www.facebook.com/TensorGlobal/  If you can’t make any of the 
demonstrations we also have our HOW 2 channels on YouTube.   You can 
access the Joinery playlist here TensorGrip HOW2 tutorials joinery and the Foam 
and Upholstery playlist here TensorGrip HOW2 tutorials Foam & Upholstery   
 
We look forward to exhibiting and meeting you all there.   To find out more 
information on Quin Global and TensorGrip®  please go to our websites 
http://www.quinglobal.com/ and http://www.tensorglobal.com/uk   
 
 
 
Notes to Editors 
 
About TensorGrip 
Tensor Global is an innovative manufacturer of adhesive and tool systems, each 
made with you in mind. 

The secret to our success is you, the customer. When you browse our site, we 
aim to provide you with everything you need – and exceed your expectations of 
industrial adhesives and tools. 

With manufacturing and distribution hubs in three locations across the globe, we 
service any customer requirement from almost anywhere in the world. Glues and 
adhesive tools aren’t border-specific, which is why we strive to provide the finest 
service whether you’re in the UK, Australia, the USA or hundreds of other 
regions.   

About Quin Global 
Quin Global is a global manufacturer of adhesive and tool systems. With our 
customer's needs in mind, we manufacture and distribute our innovative products 
and formulations from three strategic locations across the globe – Perth, UK; 
Omaha, USA & Canberra, Australia. Our products are sold globally through a 
network of almost 100 national and independent distributors. 
 
At Quin Global, we take pride in our work. That's why our entire process is 
completed in-house and on-site. From an initial concept, to the adhesive landing 
on a distributor's shelf, we do it all ourselves so we can give customers our 
personal seal of approval on every product. 

https://twitter.com/TensorGlobal
https://www.facebook.com/TensorGlobal/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5qrSNaZZ-EV7q3n4vH8yvKYBiO3E2HEM
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5qrSNaZZ-EWdV4LrhTlQl_wwkXr5xRTQ
http://www.quinglobal.com/
http://www.tensorglobal.com/uk


 
We believe that our strong, global network provides peace of mind to our 
customers, whatever their location, that they will receive a high-quality product 
with the best customer service in the industry. 
 
 
 
Contacts 
E-mail - Sales.uk@quin-global.com 
Telephone – 0845 381 2233 
 
Social channels 
Twitter - https://twitter.com/TensorGlobal 
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/TensorGlobal/   
LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/9288994/  
Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/tensorglobal/?hl=en  
Youtube - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCi0bw3N1J6ytxU2pT8RS-_w  
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